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The Rise and Fall of Uncitedness

unique episode in the field of
scholarly communication be-
gan with a December 1990 re-
port in Science of an unsus-

pected phenomenon: 55 percent of
scientific articles do not receive a single
citation within five years of publication.1

A few weeks later, another report in Sci-
ence by the same research body, the Insti-
tute for Scientific Information (ISI), noted
still higher rates of uncitedness for the
social sciences (75%) and humanities
(92%).2 Those reports attracted a lot of
attention, even in the popular press.

In a March 1991 letter to the editors of
Science, ISI said that because of the �great
interest in the numbers� on uncitedness
already released, it now would produce
a new study which would be based on a
more meaningful approach and would
show rates of uncitedness separately for
subdivisions in the sciences, social sci-
ences, and humanities.3 However, no
such study ever appeared.

Among the new findings eventually
produced, but not published, was the rate
of uncitedness in library and information
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science (LIS). This rate turned out to be
72 percent.4

This article reassesses large-scale
uncitedness on a couple of levels: as a
general phenomenon in the scholarly
communication system, and as a case
study of LIS. Its main themes can be set
forth briefly. First, large-scale uncitedness
indicates that there are significantly fewer
patterns of influence or interaction in the
scholarly communication system than
had been assumed previously. Second,
uncitedness statistics covering entire dis-
ciplines are too amorphous to be related
to any specific group of researchers in a
particular subdiscipline (field or special-
ization). Journal co-citation network
analysis, which focuses on specific pat-
terns of citedness and uncitedness at
subdisciplinary levels, provides a more
coherent framework of inquiry. Third,
uncitedness rates are less informative
than measures of the extreme variance
of citedness among articles within the
same journal. Finally, for a practitioner
literature such as LIS, there is a clear is-
sue of uncitedness versus usefulness.

Charles A. Schwartz

Large-scale uncitedness refers to the remarkable proportion of articles
that do not receive a single citation within five years of publication.
Equally remarkable is the brief and troubled history of this area of in-
quiry, which was prone to miscalculation, misinterpretation, and
politicization. This article reassesses large-scale uncitedness as both a
general phenomenon in the scholarly communication system and a case
study of library and information science, where its rate is 72 percent.
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Beyond this introductory sketch, this
article is developed in four parts. Part one
examines the problem of disaggregation
in the measurement of uncitedness. Part
two reviews the reactions of the popular
press and scholars in the early 1990s to
large-scale uncitedness. Part three is a
case study of uncitedness in College &
Research Libraries (C&RL), which occu-
pies the central-most position in the LIS
journal co-citation network. And part
four provides a brief summary and sug-
gests some areas for future research.

The Problem of Disaggregation
The maxim that �it�s important to know
what�s in the numbers before interpret-
ing them� is crucial to analysis of
uncitedness. Consider the extraordinary
range of ISI�s various estimates for
uncitedness in the physical sciences as a
group: 55 percent, 47 percent, 22 percent,
and then 14 percent. All these statistics
have some basis, yet even the 14 percent
figure (covering only citation of full-
length articles written by U.S. authors)
is too inflated to be meaningful. Such

variation stems from
the methodological
problem of disaggre-
gation. In order to
handle this problem,
ISI�s databases�
geared to measure-
ment of citedness�
would have to be
restructured into dif-
ferent units of analysis
in the difficult effort to
gauge the opposite
phenomenon of un-
citedness.

The 55 and 47 per-
cent uncitedness fig-

ures were both drawn from the entire ISI
physical science database. However, this
database includes not only articles but
also �marginalia� (e.g., book reviews,
conference abstracts, editorials, letters,
and obituaries), which are seldom cited.
Limiting the database to articles only (i.e.,
eliminating marginalia) cuts uncitedness
to 22 percent.5 Then, limiting the data-
base to U.S. authors cuts it one third more
(14%). Nevertheless, general statistics for
the physical science disciplines as a
whole would require further disaggrega-
tion because they were skewed by ex-
traordinary counterexamples, such as the
72 percent rate of uncitedness in engi-
neering.

Disaggregation might seem a taken-
for-granted analytical need but, initially,
ISI had overlooked even marginalia. As
table 1 shows, the rates of uncitedness
dropped sharply in the physical sciences
and social sciences, though only slightly
in the humanities, once the correct unit
of analysis�articles only�was recog-
nized in ISI�s March 1991 letter to Science.

Table 2 shows partly disaggregated es-
timates of uncitedness rates for some dis-
ciplines. The different adjustment (reduc-
tion) ratios�for the sciences (0.47), the
social sciences (0.64), and the humanities
(0.95)�were extrapolated from table 1. In
a procedure that is indicative rather than

TABLE 1
Uncitedness by Level of Data Disaggregation

Level of Disaggregation Physical Social
of Citation Databases Sciences Sciences Humanities

Level 1: No disaggregation 47% 75% 98%
(all source items included)

Level 2: Articles only
(marginalia eliminated) 22% 48% 93%

Level 3: U.S. authors only 14% — —

Ratios for articles-only 0.47 0.64 0.95
adjustments
Sources: Level 1: Hamilton, note 1; Level 2: Hamilton, note 2; Level 3:

Pendlebury, note 3.

The maxim that �it�s important to
know what�s in the numbers before
interpreting them� is crucial to
analysis of uncitedness.
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precise, the adjustment ratio for each of
these three broad groups was applied in
table 2 as an across-the-board correction
for the component disciplines selected as
examples.

TABLE 2
Uncitedness Rates

No Articles
Discipline Disaggregation Only*

Physical Sciences
Average 47% 22%
Examples
Physics 37 17
Biological Sciences 41 19
Geosciences 44 21
Medicine 46 22
Mathematics 55 26
Engineering 72 34

Social Sciences
Average 75% 48%
Examples
Archaeology 76 49
Business 77 49
Sociology 77 49
Anthropology 80 51
Linguistics 80 51
Intern’l. Relations 83 53
Political Science 90 58
Library Science — 72

Humanities
Average 98% 93%
Examples
Philosophy 92 88
History 95 91
Religious Studies 98 93
Architecture 99 95
American Literature 99 95
Theater 99 95
* The figures in this column were derived in two

steps.  First, each “average” in this column, taken
from table 1, was derived by ISI by eliminating
marginalia from its database for that broad group.
Second, the adjustment ratio for each of the three
groups (also shown in table 1) was multiplied by
the figures in the first column cited as “examples”
of component disciplines.

Table 2 demonstrates what ISI ac-
knowledged in its March 1991 letter�
that the problem of disaggregation
�serves to illustrate the great range of
statistics one can derive depending
upon what �cut� is made from the data-
bases.�6 Can the adjusted figures in table
2 be taken at face value? No, they would
require further disaggregation. As noted
above, ISI estimated that restricting the
data to U.S. authors would cut only the
uncitedness rate for articles in the physi-
cal sciences by a third. In the social sci-
ences, the impact of this disaggregation
factor would be smaller inasmuch as
national boundaries in the scholarly
system are stronger in those disci-
plines. For example, one study
showed that only 8 percent of articles
published in journals of the American
Sociological Association, the American
Psychological Association, and the
American Political Science Association
have foreign authors.7

More important, disaggregation
would have to deal with the breakup
of the disciplines in the wake of the
increasing specialization of research
since the 1960s. The social sciences
and humanities are widely known to
have become conglomerations of
rather distinct fields with fairly au-
tonomous journal networks. Subdisci-
plinary statistics are necessary to ad-
just uncitedness to more revealing lev-
els. Thus, although the uncitedness rate
is 95 percent for history and 92 percent
for philosophy, the small interdiscipli-
nary field of the history and philoso-
phy of science has only a 29 percent rate.
The physical sciences are not very different
in this respect. For example, chemistry�s
overall uncitedness rate�28 percent (ad-
justed for marginalia)�covers extreme
variations, from 17 percent uncitedness in

nuclear fields to 78 percent in applied
fields.8 The essential point is that the
disciplinewide, international statistics
on uncitedness in table 2 are too broad
to be meaningful.
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Reactions to Large-Scale
Uncitedness
Disaggregating a discipline into subdis-
ciplines is complicated, involving scores
or even hundreds of journal co-citation
network analyses. Although ISI has
enough computer power and expertise
to undertake that, the fact that it did not
release a single such report indicates that

other considerations were involved�one
of those doubtless being the realization
that large-scale uncitedness was not sim-
ply a matter of �great interest� but also
constituted a controversial and trouble-
some area.

ISI�s reports on uncitedness for broad
disciplines carried the implicit issue,
which editorials about those reports
made explicit, of whether uncited litera-
ture has any real worth. The popular
press treated this issue with cavalier re-
marks, such as one attributed to a pro-
fessor: �If the bottom 80 percent of the
literature just vanished, I doubt if the sci-
entific enterprise would suffer.�9

Newsweek interpreted ISI�s reports to
mean that �nearly half the scientific work
in this country is basically worthless.� It
went on to call for more rigorous stan-
dards in federal funding programs and
wound up describing �scientists, with
their belief in their God-given right to tax-
payer dollars, [as] welfare queens in
white coats.�10

Some scholarly responses to ISI�s re-
ports put a polite veneer on the issue of
uncitedness by alluding to certain histori-
cal perspectives.11 One such perspective
was the Ortega thesis (of the 1930s),
which suggests that intellectual progress
depends on a long line of minor discov-
eries being made by a host of average

scholars working on relatively unambi-
tious projects.12 In that view, uncited lit-
erature is not necessarily insignificant.
Alternatively, the Cole thesis (of the
1970s) holds that only a few scholars con-
tribute to intellectual progress and that
even relatively small discoveries come
principally from the upper strata of the
scholarly system.13

Scholars who focused more directly on
ISI�s reports drew three very different
interpretations of large-scale uncitedness.
One was to denounce citation practices;
another was to blame ISI�s methodology;
and the third was to find no reason to
blame or worry, attributing large-scale
uncitedness simply to normal statistical
probabilities.

Citation Practices
Too many researchers, it was said, do not
bother with literature searches or care to
credit other authors:

Thus the gauntlet should be thrown
down, not upon the hundreds of
papers never cited, but upon those
who refuse to acknowledge or cite
them, deliberately or not, who
refuse to admit that out there are
possible gems if only they would
take the time to dig them out. The
political upshot is that some re-
search projects, being unknow-
ingly redundant of previously
published works, are a �waste of
time, effort, and [funding agencies�]
money.�14

A difficulty with this interpretation is
that poor research practices do not nec-
essarily �add up� to large-scale uncited-
ness in a discipline. On the contrary, ci-
tation counts over the long term prob-
ably err on the side of overinclusion
rather than exclusion, at least for signifi-
cant or interesting source items. Al-
though researcher A may fail to cite the
important work of researcher B, it is un-
likely that everyone else in that field will

One thesis suggests that intellectual
progress depends on a long line of
minor discoveries being made by a
host of average scholars working on
relatively unambitious projects.
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make the same omission over the course
of five years.15

ISI’s Methodology
A few scholars reacted to ISI�s findings
by conducting their own case studies as
�reality checks.� Against ISI�s initial 55
percent uncitedness rate for the physical
sciences, one study found a 5 percent rate
for astronomy and an 8 percent rate for
physics.16 And against ISI�s initial 75 per-
cent uncitedness rate for the social sci-
ences, another study found a 9 percent
rate for sociology.17

In the main, these enormous differ-
ences were attributed to ISI�s failure to
eliminate marginalia from its databases.
However, as table 1 shows, fixing that
preliminary methodological problem
would not have brought ISI�s findings in
line with those case studies. Rather, the
fundamental factor was that each study
was based on a small set of prestigious
journals. In astronomy, four journals
were analyzed as opposed to ISI�s set of
thirty-two for that discipline; in physics,
only four of ISI�s 196 journals were ana-
lyzed; and in sociology, twenty-one of
ISI�s seventy-three journals.

Not surprisingly, all those select jour-
nals have a high-impact factor (the ratio
between annual citations and annual cit-
able items). Yet, what is interesting is that
all the case studies found a low correla-
tion between a journal�s impact factor
and an article�s citedness. For example,
in sociology, �73 percent of the variance
in article citations was within journals;
thus, there is roughly three times as much
variation within journals as between
them.�18 Therefore, estimating the long-
term significance of an article by the per-
ceived quality or impact factor of the
journal in which it appears is simplistic:

Assigning the same value to all ar-
ticles in a journal will overestimate
the less influential and underesti-
mate the more influential articles,
thus effectively leveling out the

very differences that [citation]
evaluation procedures should seek
to identify.19

In general, basing a citation study on a
small set of prestigious journals will re-
duce uncitedness substantially. Although
based on such an unrepresentative
sample, that kind of analysis has more
�cognitive utility� to researchers than one
based on scores of unfamiliar journals
spread over an entire discipline.

Normal Statistical Probabilities
Per Seglen, a Norwegian chemist, has
shown that certain kinds of scholarly or
athletic achievements have parallel prob-
abilities in the upper range of a normal
statistical distribution. These include
writing a highly cited article, being a
highly productive researcher, and run-
ning a marathon in the top 20 percent of
the field. High citedness, in particular,
correlates with an inverse power func-
tion, called Lotka�s law, first developed
to measure research productivity. It states
that the number of scientists producing
n papers is approximately the reciprocal
of n-squared (i.e., proportional to 1/n2).

Seglen�s interpretation of the opposite
phenomenon of large-scale uncitedness
combined statistical assumptions and
journal space limitations with the tra-
ditional optimism of the Ortega the-
sis:

The fact that a large fraction of the
scientific literature is uncited does
not mean that it is not being read,
or that it does not contribute to sci-
entific progress; it means that the
total number of citations [allowed

Yet, what is interesting is that all
the case studies found a low
correlation between a journal�s
impact factor and an article�s
citedness.
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by journal editors with an eye to
space limitations] is simply too
small to give room for all [signifi-
cant or interesting] articles. As part
of a continuous probability distri-
bution, each uncited paper has a
definite probability of being influ-
ential. If nothing else, it is safe to
assume that all publications exert
some influence upon their authors,
an influence which may become
manifest in other, more heavily
cited articles.20

That is probably the best case one could
make for ISI�s findings. Yet, it is doubt-
ful that it would prevail in the event that
large-scale uncitedness became a politi-
cized issue for federal funding pro-
grams.

A difficulty with Seglen�s view is that
it lumped together low citedness and
complete uncitedness as the same re-
sidual effect of Lotka�s law. It is one thing

to argue that low citedness is a normal
statistical probability, but quite another
to conclude that a large part of a litera-
ture going completely uncited�and thus
without any perceptible impact on the
scholarly communication system�is an
inevitable phenomenon. In that regard,
if ISI had merely reported that low
citedness was common, that would have
been a dull or routine finding. But large-
scale uncitedness across the scholarly
system was striking.

Uncitedness in Library and
Information Science
The 72 percent uncitedness rate for LIS
was based on the following param-
eters: of 4,139 articles published within
ISI�s set of 53 LIS journals in 1984,
2,970 (seven of every ten) had not re-
ceived a single citation after five years.

Citation Practices
As we have seen, some scholars reacted
to the discovery of large-scale uncited-
ness by denouncing poor citation prac-
tices. Although there are two studies that
bear on such practices in LIS in 1984 (the
baseline of ISI�s investigation), it is not
possible to relate them to the 72 percent
uncitedness rate. The problem lies in the
noncomparability of the two studies,
which have disproportionate sample sets
of data.

The first study found that 76 percent
of the LIS literature in 1984 did not in-
clude any citations, presumably because
three out of four articles were how-to or
opinion pieces.21 The second study, how-
ever, showed nearly the opposite: only
18 percent of the literature did not include
citations; moreover, the other four-fifths
of the literature was heavily referenced
(with fourteen citations per average ar-
ticle).22 The noncomparability of those
findings lies in the different scale and
caliber of the sample sets. The first study
was comprehensive (2,869 articles spread
over ninety LIS journals), whereas the
second was based on a much more se-
lect sample set (328 articles in fifty jour-
nals indexed in ERIC).

The Case of C&RL
As we also have seen, other scholars re-
acted to large-scale uncitedness by con-
ducting their own case studies as �real-
ity checks.� Such studies were inevitably
based on a small or even tiny set of well-
known journals, because the scholars
lacked the computer power of ISI and,
in addition, were naturally inclined to
stick to familiar ground. For our pur-
poses�to assess the 72 percent rate for
LIS in a context that is familiar or relevant
to the readership of this article�it may
suffice to begin by considering uncited-
ness in C&RL.

The case of C&RL provides some sup-
port for those who would argue that ci-
tation practices have surely improved
since 1984. Over the past decade,

But large-scale uncitedness across
the scholarly system was striking.
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C&RL�s impact factor nearly doubled
(from 0.655 to 1.160).23 Even during the
period of ISI�s investigation (1984 to
1989), the percentage of this journal�s ar-
ticles having no references decreased, and
the average number of citations per ar-
ticle nearly doubled (from fourteen to
twenty-four).24

For a contemporary perspective, a ci-
tation analysis of the forty-six articles of
volume 50 (1989) was done (by the au-
thor) for the five-year period 1990
through 1994. The uncitedness factor for
C&RL turned out to be 26 percent. Al-
though that is the reverse of ISI�s rate for
LIS as a whole, the mean number of cita-
tions to the forty-six articles was only 1.16
(C&RL�s impact factor for 1989). More
important, this analysis revealed what
similar kinds of case studies in other dis-
ciplines had discovered in the early
1990s: the extreme variance of citedness
among articles within the same journal.
In a nutshell, 26 percent (n = 12 articles)
were not cited, 52 percent (n = 24) were
cited only once, 18 percent (n = 8) were
cited three or four times, and 4 percent
(n = 2) were cited eleven or twelve
times.25 Such variance is masked by a
relatively simple impact factor or its op-
posite number, an uncitedness rate.

To get a broader picture of the work-
ings of uncitedness in our discipline,
journal co-citation network analysis is
useful. The analysis presented below
draws on a model originally developed
by Ronald E. Rice in a different context
(citation ties between LIS and communi-
cation studies).26

Journal Network Analysis
In LIS, as in any discipline, researchers
use and generate different subdis-
ciplinary bodies of literature in which
distinct interests are addressed. Each
subdisciplinary body encompasses a net-
work of journals whose respective X-axis
positions (on a line of loosely coupled
subdisciplines) and Y-axis positions (in
a hierarchy of citation ranks) are mapped

according to certain input/output prop-
erties. Two journals (or occasionally lit-
eratures) are interactive to the extent that
articles in one cite articles in another.
Interactiveness may be hierarchical, with
a more influential journal serving as a
�feeder� to another journal, which would
be a �storer.� Or, interactiveness may be
congruent, with journals citing each other
in proportion to the number of times they
are themselves cited by those journals.27

Conversely, journals or literatures may
be relatively or absolutely noninteractive,
having few or no citations in common.
Noninteractiveness reflects systemic pat-
terns of uncitedness (journals x and y
being mutually isolated) or broader lati-
tudes of disciplinary fragmentation
(subdisciplinary literatures A and B be-
ing mutually isolated).

In LIS, the journal co-citation network
map comprises three largely autonomous
subdisciplines. C&RL is the leader of li-
brary science, which focuses on research-
oriented studies of practice and policy
and on applications of new information
technologies. Other high-status journals
in this network include RQ and Library
Trends, each of which has a congruent
(proportional) co-citation relation to
C&RL; the Journal of Academic Libraries
(JAL), which is a storer of C&RL; and Li-
brary Resources and Technical Services, a
storer of C&RL but a feeder to other tech-
nical services journals farther down the
hierarchy, such as Library Acquisitions and
Government Publications Review.

The Journal of the American Society for
Information Science (JASIS) is the leader
of the second subdiscipline, information
science, which focuses on information
retrieval, theoretical aspects of informa-
tion technologies, and bibliometrics.
Other high-status journals in this net-
work include Library Quarterly, the Jour-
nal of Information Science, the Journal of
Documentation, and Online Review. Far-
ther down the hierarchy are three storers
of JASIS: Information Processing and Man-
agement, Electronic Library, and the Ca-
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nadian Journal of Information Science. In
a sub-subdiscipline are three storers of
Library Quarterly: American Archivist, In-
ternational Library Review, and Aslib Pro-
ceedings.

Library Journal is the leader of the third
subdiscipline, librarianship, which fo-
cuses on nonacademic libraries, practi-
tioner reports, and professional news.
Other high-status journals in this net-
work include the Bulletin of the Medical
Library Association, Online, Special Librar-
ies, and Law Library Journal. Farther down
the hierarchy are Serials Librarian; Cana-
dian Library Journal; the Journal of Library
History, Philosophy, and Comparative
Librarianship; Information Technology and
Libraries; and Database.

There are remarkably few citation pat-
terns between the three subdisciplines;
those that exist are occasional (not regu-
lar) and flow to or from library science�
i.e., there are no salient communication
channels between librarianship and in-
formation science. Library science and
librarianship have three occasional and
unidirectional linkages: C&RL, JAL, and
RQ all cite Library Journal from time to
time, but it does not cite them. Library
science and information science once had
a �bridge� pattern, a low-level congru-
ency, between C&RL and JASIS in the
mid-1980s, but those leaders now are
mutually noninteractive. Library Quar-
terly alone is a link to library science as a
storer of C&RL and feeder to Library Re-
sources and Technical Services.

Library Quarterly has a unique history
of having been in all three subdisciplines.
During the 1970s, it had a congruent co-
citation pattern with Library Journal in
librarianship. In the early 1980s, it had
moved to library science, positioned first
between JAL (as a storer) and RQ (as a
feeder), and later just below C&RL in sta-
tus. Since the late-1980s, it has been part
of information science.28

Concluding Observations
The publication of ISI numbers showing

high rates of uncitedness for major dis-
ciplines in the sciences, social sciences,
and humanities attracted widespread
attention and reaction. However, it
also led to a problem. Although mea-
surement of uncitedness at the major-
discipline level was technically fea-
sible, it generated findings that had
only limited meaning, were misinter-
preted, and would be challenged by
anyone�s �reality check� of a few se-
lect journals. At the same time, the
promised new work on uncitedness at
the subdiscipline level was by no means
certain to prove technically feasible or to
generate more palatable results.

Although disaggregating marginalia
and foreign authors was easy for ISI to
do, rescaling its databases to calculate
scores (or hundreds) of subdisciplinary
uncitedness rates would have been a
huge engineering task. As other research
shows, it would have been highly sub-
jective as well. To conceptualize and de-
lineate what are variously termed research
specialties, fields, communities, invisible
colleges, networks, etc., is a severely am-
biguous problem.29 Further, ISI�s decision
not to embark on the promised new
project may well have included an un-
derstandable concern that politicization
of large-scale uncitedness might have an
adverse effect on federal funding pro-
grams, impairing its relations with the
rest of the scholarly community.

Nevertheless, large-scale uncitedness
was an important discovery signifying a
far more loosely coupled, noninteractive
scholarly communication system than
anyone had suggested.30 LIS, for ex-
ample, has only two salient patterns of
influence or interaction between subdis-
ciplines; both are unidirectional and es-
tablish C&RL�s central-most position in
the LIS system, as a storer of Library Jour-
nal messages (from librarianship) and as
a feeder of messages to Library Quarterly
(in information science). There is no two-
way (congruent) co-citation pattern be-
tween any of the subdisciplines; they are
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the issue of uncitedness versus usefulness
for practitioner-oriented articles or jour-
nals. We know, for example, that C&RL
News (which is not even included in
ISI�s database) is more �valued� than
C&RL by the membership of the Asso-
ciation of College and Research Librar-
ies.31 Also, at least a few electronic ar-
ticles have been retrieved many thou-

sands of times, although articles in
electronic journals generally have a
negligible impact in the scholarly com-
munication system, as measured by ci-
tation analysis.32�33 Of course, retrieval
(downloading or printing) is no more
a measure of usefulness than citation
is a signifier of scholarly quality. Nev-
ertheless, research in this area might
enable us to put in better perspective the
phenomenon of large-scale uncitedness,
as well as the image of LIS as a frag-
mented discipline with discrete journal
networks operating in small, bounded
subdisciplines.34

Uncitedness is less informative than
the extreme variance of citedness
among articles within the same
journal.

largely autonomous. (Perhaps the lack of
any pattern linking information science
and librarianship reflects the proverbial
gap between theory and practice.)

Although such general patterns of
noninteractiveness are useful for visual-
izing uncitedness, they do not �prove�
or �disprove� ISI�s findings. At any rate,
uncitedness is an elusive concept and
rates of uncitedness have a widely dif-
fering significance or meaning among
units of the scholarly communication sys-
tem. Also noteworthy, uncitedness is less
informative than the extreme variance of
citedness among articles within the same
journal. Comparative analysis in this area
might prove interesting. Is the variance
within C&RL (ranging for volume 50 from
one-quarter of articles being uncited after
five years, to half being cited once and a
fifth being cited a few times, to a twenti-
eth being heavily cited) a stable or erratic
phenomenon? Is that similar to the vari-
ance within other LIS journals? Would
citation analysis of a whole set of heavily
cited articles yield reliable generaliza-
tions about such significant influence or
interaction in our profession�s research
literature?

On a final note, one other unexplored
area warrants future research. It involves
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